We consider the problem of permutation routing on a star graph, an interconnection network which has better properties than the hypercube. In particular, its degree and diameter are sublogarithmic in the network size. We present optimal randomized routing algorithms that run in O(D) steps (where D is the network diameter) for the worst-case input with high probability. We also show that for the n-way shuffle network with N = n n nodes, there exits a randomized routing algorithm which runs in O(n) time with high probability. Another contribution of this paper is a universal randomized routing algorithm that could do optimal routing for a large class of networks (called leveled networks) which includes the star graph. The associative analysis is also network-independent. In addition, we present a deterministic routing algorithm, for the star graph, which is near optimal. All the algorithms we give are oblivious. As an application of our routing algorithms, we also show how to emulate a PRAM optimally on this class of networks.
Introduction
In parallel computations, it is usually the case that the communication cost dominates the time complexity rather than the computation cost. A parallel algorithm designer is thus normally forced to focus on the task of minimizing the communication cost. However, an ideal shared memory abstract parallel model called the parallel random access machine (PRAM) that avoids the communication problem and is also simple-to-program has been proposed. Unfortunately, the PRAM does not seem to be realizable in the present or even foreseeable technologies. On the other hand, a packet routing technique can be employed to simulate the PRAM on a feasible parallel architecture without significant loss of efficiency. The problem of routing is also important due to its intrinsic significance in distributed processing and its important role in the simulations among parallel models.
The routing problem is defined as follows: Given a specific network and a set of packets of information (a packet being an origin, destination pair), these packets must be routed in parallel to their own destinations such that at most one packet passes through any link of the network at any time and all the packets arrive at their destinations as quickly as possible. To start with, the packets are placed in their origins, one per node. We are interested in a special case of the general routing problem called permutation routing in which the destinations form some permutation of the origins. A routing algorithm is said to be oblivious if the path taken by each packet is only dependent on its source and destination. An oblivious routing strategy is preferable since it will lead to a simple control structure for the individual processing elements. Also oblivious routing algorithms can be used in a distributed environment. In this paper we are concerned with only oblivious routing strategies. Both deterministic and randomized schemes have been studied in solving routing problems ( [27] [17] , [15] .) However, most of the past work has focused on bounded degree networks, such as cube-connected cycles (CCC), butterfly, shuffle-exchange, the mesh, etc. Some research work has also been done on a binary n-cube (hypercube) which is not a bounded degree network. All of these networks (except the mesh) have logarithmic diameter and have randomized routing algorithms that run in logarithmic time. Clearly, these algorithms are optimal. An interesting open question is: 'Can we do optimal routing on a network with sublogarithmic diameter?' In this paper we settle this question in the affirmative. In particular, we present optimal randomized oblivious routing algorithms for the star graph ( [1, 2] ) which has sublogarithmic diameter.
The picture is quite different for the case of oblivious deterministic routing strategies. Borodin and Hopcroft [5] have shown that for any graph of N nodes with degree d, the maximum delay, in the worst case, of any oblivious deterministic routing scheme is Ω( where N is number of nodes in the graph. We also give a universal randomized routing algorithm that could do optimal routing for a class of constant and non-constant degree leveled networks. The analysis for this algorithm is also network-independent. Leighton, Maggs and Rao have already given an O(1) queue universal routing algorithm for constant degree leveled networks [10] .
Finally, we show that a CRCW PRAM can be optimally emulated on leveled networks with non-constant degree (this class of networks includes the star graph as well as the n-way shuffle), thus extending the work of [10] .
2 An oblivious deterministic routing algorithm for the n-star graph
The star graph
Definition 2 An n-star graph is a graph G=(V,E) with | V |= n! nodes, where
The 3-star and 4-star graphs are depicted in Figure 1 . In [1] , Akers, Harel, and Krishnamurthy have shown that the star graph is superior to the n-cube with respect to the degree and diameter. An n-star graph has n! nodes, degree n − 1, and diameter 3 2 (n − 1) . On the other hand, an n-cube has 2 n nodes, degree n, and diameter n. Thus, the degree and diameter of the star graph grows more slowly as a function of the network size than does the n-cube. Moreover, the star graph is both vertex symmetric and edge symmetric (just like the n-cube.) Oftentimes, these properties lead to a simpler analysis of the routing algorithm.
In [2, 1] , an algorithm was presented for routing a single packet from a source to an arbitrary destination. The more general problem of permutation routing was not considered. In the next two sections, we present efficient deterministic and randomized algorithms for permutation routing on the star graph. Both these algorithms are oblivious.
Definition 3
A subgraph of an n-star graph G is said to be an i-th stage subgraph, denoted G i , iff G i is itself an (n − i)-star graph, 0 ≤ i < n, and the last i symbols of the labels of all nodes in it are identical.
The G i 's of any G i−1 partition it into n − i + 1 identical subgraphs. Let's define the stage of the network during a run of the routing algorithm to be simply the collection of the nodes together with the packets each node holds in its queue. Hence the routing algorithm can be thought of as a sequence of stage transitions S 1 , ..., S f , where in S 1 each node has a single packet that originated in that node, and in S f each node has a single packet that is destined for it.
Look at all the G i 's that constitute any G i−1 . It is easy to see that for any node u in any one of these G i 's, there is exactly one other node v adjacent to u such that v is contained in some other G i . We call v the critical point to u and vice-versa, at stage i. For example, in the 4-star graph of Figure 1 , node BACD is a critical point to node DACB at stage 1.
(Throughout this paper we use the terms 'point' and 'node' interchangeably). 
Definition 4 A stage

An oblivious deterministic routing algorithm
The routing scheme is based on divide-and-conquer. The algorithm runs in stages. In the first stage each packet is sent to the G 1 (refer to Definition 3) it belongs to. In the second stage each packet is sent to the G 2 it belongs to, and so on. Finally, in stage n − 1, each packet is sent to the G n−1 it belongs to (which is the single node destination of the packet.) Thus our routing scheme can be viewed as a sequence of stage transitions S We assume that all the links are bidirectional and in one step each node can send a packet along each of its outgoing edges and receive a packet along each of its incoming edges. Each node has two queues Q1 and Q2. At any given time each node looks at the packet at the head of Q1 and sends it along the shortest path to the packet's appropriate G i . This path could be of length 0, 1, or 2. If the path is of length 0 (i.e., the packet is already in its G i ), the packet will be placed in queue Q2 so that it could be processed again in the next stage. In the same time unit, each node receives packets along its incoming edges and stores them in queue Q1. More details of the algorithm follow. 
Algorithm
{So it could be processed in the next stage.
Notice that x is already in the correct
then Send x to node SW AP n−i+1 (π) to be appended to queue Q 1 ; {x will be in its correct G i when it goes there } else Choose the unique j such that d j = d n−i+1 ; Send x to node SW AP j (π) to be appended to Q 1 ; { When x reaches this node, it has to traverse one more link before it is in its correct G i .} end Algorithm A.
Performance analysis of Algorithm A
We will show that (1) min Figure 2 ). In the transition from S 0 stable to S 1 stable , the worst case of queuing for b 1 occurs when each node adjacent to a 1 wants to send its packet through a 1 to β and also a 1 wants to send its own packet through b 1 to β. Hence, including the packet that originally resided in b 1 , we have a total of (n − 2) + 1 + 1 = n packets that will pass through b 1 . This also means that (n − 1) packets may have to be queued in a 1 . Also the packet from b 1 and packets from nodes that are one distance apart from b 1 can reach a 1 and therefore in the worst case a 1 may have to queue 2(n − 1) packets. But notice that at the end of this stage, the queue size of a 1 is at the most n. The same holds for the critical points of the other G 1 's. But they are independent events, i.e. they will never affect each other.
Induction step: Suppose that Lemma 2.1 is true for i = k. We will prove it for i = k + 1, i.e. we'll prove that
Fix any node b, and let a be the critical point to b at stage k + 1. The only packets that will ever contribute to the queue size of b during the transition from S k stable to S k+1 stable are those that ever reached node a or nodes adjacent to a which are in
It follows, using the induction hypothesis, that the total number of packets that will reach b during the transition from S
The queue size of b can not be greater than
s because, only these many packets are destined for the G k+1 that b is in. (Figure 3 might help the reader better understand the proof.) Thus, we have M q k+1 ≤ min
Realize that at the most twice this number of packets will have to be queued in node a, but, at the end of this stage the number of packets queued at a is no more than min
s, since there are only these many nodes in any G k+1 and hence only these many packets are destined for any
s, 2 n s=n−k s . Again, at the end of this stage the queue size will only be at the most half this value. ✷
Theorem 2.1 The maximum queue needed in Algorithm A is
Proof: Follows from Lemma 2.1 and the following fact. Given any integer N.
Theorem 2.2 A permutation routing in an n-star graph can be performed by an oblivious deterministic routing scheme in O(
Proof: Let T (n) be the time steps needed for Algorithm A. From Lemma 2.1, we have
.✷ In the randomized algorithms to be given in the rest of the paper, we will make use of a slightly different version of Algorithm A which we call Algorithm A . In this new version specified time is a parameter known in advance and will be specified as and when Algorithm A is invoked. For many invocations, specified time will just be cn for some constant c.
Algorithm
A {To begin with each node has a single packet that originates in the node, and there is only one queue. Now each packet is in its G 0 .}
..d n do the following in parallel for a specified time Let x be the packet at the head of π's queue and let d 1 d 2 ...d n be the address of this packet's destination. Also let the packet x be in its G i (realize that x carries i along with it). {From the Definition 3, we know that
and put x at the tail of π's queue;
and send x to node SW AP n−i (π); {x will be in its correct G i+1 when it goes there } else Choose the unique j such that d j = d n−i ; Send x to node SW AP j (π); { When x reaches this node, it has to traverse one more link before it is in its correct G i+1 .} end Algorithm A .
Optimal randomized routing algorithms for the nstar graph
The large worst case delay of oblivious deterministic routing makes such schemes uninteresting from a practical point of view. But efficient routing algorithms that employ randomization have been discovered. In their pioneering paper, Valiant and Brebner [27, 25] have given an O(log N) time oblivious randomized routing scheme for the n-cube network, with N = 2 n nodes. They use a two phase strategy in which packets are sent obliviously, first to random intermediate nodes and then to their correct destinations. They showed that there is a constant c such that every packet will reach its own destination in ≤ cc log N steps with high probability (i.e. with probability ≥ 1 − N −c ). We use O to represent the complexity bounds of randomized algorithms (see e.g., [18] ). We say a randomized algorithm has a resource (time, space etc.) bound of O(g(n)) if there exists a constant c such that the amount of resource used by the algorithm (on any input of size n) is no more than cαg(n) with probability ≥ 1 − [15] ) has been done. But all these employ bounded degree networks such as butterfly, shuffle-exchange, d-way shuffle, the mesh, etc. The randomized routing lower bound for a bounded degree network is obviously Ω(log N) because the diameter of a constant degree network is at least log N. Thus, we won't be able to perform permutation routing on these networks in sublogarithmic time steps. An interesting question is: For unbounded degree networks with sublogarithmic diameter, can we route (using randomization) a permutation request in sublogarithmic steps with high probability?
Valiant [27] has shown that permutation routing can be done on the d-way shuffle graph (which has N = d n nodes and diameter n) in O(n log d/ log log d) steps. For the n-way shuffle graph, Valiant's algorithm runs in time O(n log n/ log log n) and hence is not optimal. In this section, we present randomized routing algorithms for the n-star graph that runs in time of the order of the diameter with high probability. The same algorithm also runs in O(n) time on the n-way shuffle graph.
The algorithms presented in the next subsection assume that all the links are bidirectional and also for each node there is a queue corresponding to each incoming and outgoing link. Furthermore, a node can receive a packet from each incoming link and send a packet along each outgoing link in one unit of time (this assumption has been made in [27] also).
Algorithm B Phase 1
Step 1: for each packet x do in parallel select a random intermediate node.
Step 2: Use Algorithm A to send the packets to their intermediate random destinations. {The queuing discipline is first-in first-out (FIFO). Specified time in Algorithm A , applied here, means c n (for some constant c that depends on the failure probability)}.
Phase 2
Use Algorithm A to send each packet x from its intermediate node to its correct destination. Proof: Refer to [27] .✷ . Our proof will be simplified if it is given using the logical network. A logical network for the 3-star graph is shown in Figure 4 . Since n = 3, we have only two stages (levels). Each node in column i has n − i + 1 incoming and n − i outgoing links. Packets are delayed only in the case that more than one incoming links contain a packet and more than one of them must be forwarded to the same outgoing link.
Analysis Fact 3.1 The number of steps a packet x is delayed is less than or equal to the number of packets that overlap
Note that, as an example, if a packet x moving from node 123 to node 312 has to pass through node 213, it will never cause a delay to the packets in node 213 if the destination of those packets are not node 312. Also note that each link corresponds to at most 2 steps. Theorem 3.1 For the n-star graph with N = n! nodes, any permutation routing can be completed by a randomized routing algorithm (using Algorithm B) in O(n) steps 6 . 6 We will prove Theorem 3.1 only for Phase 1 and it will be clear how the proof can be modified to apply to the second phase as a mirror image of the first phase.
Proof: (A similar proof technique has been used by Rivest [21] .) Based on Fact 3.1, to determine the expected delay of a packet x, we only need to determine how many packets x are expected to overlap with x. To simplify the discussion, let us first determine the probability that 
P rob(d
But we are interested in the probability of a total delay d rather than the delay due to packets that meet the given packet for the first time in stage i. The total delay for the given packet is
This can be computed using generating functions.
The generating function for P rob
Therefore the generating function for P rob(
where k is the number of stages in the algorithm. Then the probability that the total delay is greater than a given amount, say δ, is:
If we let δ equal cn for some constant c > 1,
A similar proof technique can also be used to analyze the behavior of a simple but efficient randomized routing algorithm for the d-way shuffle. Our routing algorithm for the n-way shuffle achieves a better (in fact, optimal) time bound than that of [27] .
A 2 where l is an arbitrary d-ary digit. Therefore, the network has diameter n and a unique path of exactly n links between any pair of nodes. If we choose d = n, then the network is an n-way shuffle. The following algorithm can be used to perform permutation routing on the n-way shuffle.
Algorithm C Phase 1
Step 2: Send the packets along the unique path to their intermediate random destinations. {The queuing discipline is FIFO} Phase 2
Send each packet x from its intermediate node to its correct destination along the unique path.
Theorem 3.2 For the n-way shuffle network of N = n n nodes, any permutation routing can be performed by a randomized routing algorithm (using Algorithm C) in O(n) steps.
Proof: Similar to Theorem 3.1.✷
A universal optimal randomized routing algorithm
A deficiency with the state-of-the-art in packet routing is that the algorithms presented and their analysis are network-specific. An important open question is: Is there a networkindependent routing algorithm that works for a large class of networks, rather than a specific network? A significant contribution in this direction has been reported by Leighton, Maggs and Rao [10] . They give a proof that any set of paths with distance d and congestion c can be off-line routed in O(c + d) steps using constant-size queues. They also show that for a leveled network with N leveled paths spanning levels with congestion c 7 , their algorithm could complete any permutation routing on it in O(c + + log N) steps. However, their analysis only works for constant degree leveled networks. We provide a universal routing algorithm and network-independent analysis (a modified version of the proof given in section 3) which works for both constant degree and non-constant degree leveled networks (although the algorithm doesn't guarantee a constant queue size). An (N, ) leveled network consists of + 1 groups of nodes such that each group has N nodes and these groups form a sequence of + 1 columns, say in the first column, there exists a unique path of length connecting it to any node in the last column. Clearly, the diameter of the network is . See Figure 5 . A leveled network is called nonrepeating if it satisfies the following property: if any two distinct paths from the first column to the last column share some links and then diverge, these two paths will never share a link again.
Leveled networks are interesting because the problem of packet routing in various singlestage interconnection networks (such as the n-cube) can be reduced to an equivalent packet routing problem on a leveled network. Given an N-node single-stage network N with diameter D, the first step is to select a path of length at most D for every source, destination pair. The collection C of all such paths is then represented as an (N, D) leveled network whose links are defined as follows: (1) there is a link from node u of column c i to node v of column c i+1 if and only if there is some path p ∈ C whose i-th edge connects nodes u and v in N ; (2) for every node u, there is a link from node u in column c i to node u in column c i+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ D. The set of links defined by (2) take care of paths in C which are less than D in length. For such a path p, the corresponding path in the leveled network will follow the same sequence of nodes (in increasing columns), and then extended to the last column by following the links in (2).
The n-cube, d-way shuffle [27] , star graph [1] , mesh, and a host of other single-stage networks can all be represented as nonrepeating leveled networks. For instance, the leveled network representation of the n-cube is the butterfly, which is easily seen to be nonrepeating.
We refer the reader to [28] To prove this theorem, we first present the routing algorithm.
Algorithm D {A universal Routing Algorithm}
Phase 1
for each packet x do in parallel select a random link as a bridge to go to the next level by flipping a d sided coin, where d is the number of outgoing links of the node at which the packet is residing. Do this until the packet reaches the last column. {Each packet will reach a node in last column which is a random intermediate node.} {The queuing discipline is FIFO}
Phase 2
Proof of Theorem 4.1: Without loss of generality, suppose that the degree of the leveled network is d. Let δ i be number of packets that delay a given packet for the first time in level i. Then with similar argument that used in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have
Then, the generating function for P rob(
Then the generating function for P rob(
Hence, the probability that the total delay is greater than a given amount, say q, is:
8 The result can easily be extended for permutation of N packets P rob( 
Emulation of a PRAM on leveled networks
The parallel random-access machine (PRAM) has become a popular vehicle for investigating parallel algorithms for a wide variety of problems such as sorting, graph and matrix problems, computational geometry, etc (see e.g., [7] [22] [24] [26]). It is an abstract parallel computer model consisting of an arbitrary number of processors that communicate via a shared global memory. Each memory access to the shared memory is assumed to take unit time. This unittime memory access property simplifies programming because it permits parallel algorithms to be designed and analyzed solely on the basis of their computational requirements, divorced from issues of interprocessor communication.
In this section, we consider the problem of emulating a PRAM on leveled networks. Ranade [20] has earlier shown that one step of a concurrent-read concurrent-write (CRCW) N-processor PRAM can be emulated in O(log N) time on an N-node butterfly (whose degree is constant). This paper presents, for the first time, optimal emulations of the CRCW PRAM on the star graph and the n-way shuffle which have sub-logarithmic diameter. These results are special cases of a more general result that gives an optimal emulation of the CRCW PRAM on a large class of non-constant degree leveled networks.
PRAM emulation on any Inter Connection Network (ICN)
We consider the problem of emulating a PRAM with N processors and shared memory of size M on an N-node ICN. For simplicity, we assume that the PRAM is exclusive read, exclusive write (EREW); the emulation result can be extended to the more general concurrent read, concurrent write (CRCW) PRAM using 'message combining' (see [20] [28]).
Our emulation algorithm is based on Karlin and Upfal's technique called parallel hashing [6] . The idea is to map the M shared memory cells of the PRAM onto the local memory modules of the N processors of the ICN. The mapping is obtained by randomly choosing a hash function h from the following class of hash functions:
where P is a prime, P ≥ M, a i ∈ Z P , and ρ depends on N.
The above class of hash functions has the following interesting property:
Fact 5.1 [6] If N items are mapped into N/2 i buckets using a random hash function (from the class defined before), the maximum number (call it Y i ) of items mapped into a single bucket satisfies:
Consider the case of distributing N packets among N processors using the above hashing scheme. Fact 5.1 implies that if ρ is chosen to be some constant multiple of log N/(log log N), then each processor will get O(ρ) packets.
Given the above address mapping, the memory requests (read or write) of the PRAM processors can be simulated on the ICN as follows. Suppose that PRAM processor i wants to access shared memory location j. On the ICN, this step is accomplished in two phases: (1) processor i sends a packet (encoding the request) to processor h(j); and (2) if the packet was a 'read' request, processor h(j) sends the contents of memory cell j back to processor i. Each of these two phases corresponds to a routing task. In the first phase, there is at the most one packet originating from any node and there are at the most O(log N/(log log N)) packets destined for any node w.h.p. Where as in the second phase there are at the most O(log N/(log log N)) packets starting from any node and at the most one packet destined for any node.
PRAM emulation on a leveled network
We make use of the address mapping given in the previous section. A single step of the PRAM is simulated as follows. Let processor i want to access memory cell j. On the leveled network: 1) processor i in the first column sends a packet (encoding the request) to processor h(j) in the last column (which, recall, coincides with the first column); 2) if the request was a 'read', h(j) sends the contents of cell j back to processor i.
Without loss of generality we assume that nodes in the first column are processors and nodes in the last column are memory modules which are numbered as 0, · · · , N − 1. The routing algorithm we use for communication is the one introduced in section 4. Suppose S is the set of items being requested by processors for executing a PRAM instruction, |S| ≤ N. If we could prove that with very high probability (say 1 − 1 N c , c being a constant > 0), no more than O(1) items from S will be mapped onto the same memory module, then the routing algorithm in section 4 together with its analysis can be directly used to prove the desired performance of the emulation. Unfortunately, with N −β (for some β > 0) probability, at least one node will get c (for some constant c) items. However, even if we allow c items to be mapped into each memory module, the desired performance can be obtained. In order to obtain the desired performance, same routing algorithm will be used but the analysis is different. We will first prove that the algorithm in section 4 can perform a partial -relation routing in O( ) time, and then, in the next subsection, we will prove that O( ) items from S will be mapped into the same memory module. (By partial -relation we mean the problem of routing where at the most packets originate from any node and at the most packets are destined for any node.) We need the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Proof:
To prove this lemma, we simply repeat algorithm X for a constant number of times, say c 2 . In each run of algorithm X, those packets that have not reached their destinations in c 1 f (N) steps will trace back their paths and reach their sources in c 1 f (N) steps or less and these packets will repeat algorithm X. Clearly, the probability of ≥ 1 unsuccessful packets in one trial is ≤ 1 N , and the probability of failure in all the c 2 trials is thus ≤ Based on Fact 3.1, to determine the expected delay of a packet x, we only need to determine how many packets x are expected to overlap with x. We first determine the probability that ρ packets overlap x's path for the first time in level i. Consider a link, say L, in level i. We know that these ρ packets can possibly originate from 
. Hence, we have an upper bound for the probability that the number of packets, whose paths overlap a given path through link L for the first time at level i, equals ρ. Let d i be number of packets that delay a given packet for the first time in level i. Then,
But we are interested in the probability of a total delay d rather than the delay due to packets that meet the given packet for the first time in level i. The total delay for the given packet is i d i . This can be computed using generating functions.
The generating function for P rob(d
Thus the generating function for P rob(
where is the number of levels of the network.
Then the probability that the total delay is greater than a given amount, say ζ, is: 
Performance analysis of emulation
We know that each item of the PRAM has been mapped to a location in distributed memory modules of the emulating network according to a hash function h randomly chosen from H. To prove that each step of the PRAM can be emulated in desired time, say O( ), we need to prove that each read/write instruction of the PRAM can be performed by the emulating network in O( ) time. First, on the way to access the items, read/write request packets are sent from processors to destinations defined by h. Then, on the way back (in case of a read instruction), each item (a return packet) is sent from its location (destination of the request packet and source of the return packet) to the processor that sent the request packet. The communication algorithm has been analyzed in the previous section. We have proven that if initially there is at most cl packets at any node and no more c packets have the same destination, the communication could be completed in time O( ). Hence, if we could prove that with high probability no more than c items in S will be mapped into any memory module, then together with the result of Theorem 5.1 the desired emulation performance will immediately follow.
Let X S be the number of items in S assigned by the hash function h to a memory module, then we have:
Proof: See Karlin and Upfal [6] . ✷
Theorem 5.2 Each step of the EREW PRAM can be emulated by a leveled network of levels with degree
Proof: Using Lemma 5.2, and fixing δ to be c , the probability that more than c elements from any S are assigned to a memory module is bounded by 
Theorem 5.3 Each step of the CRCW PRAM can be emulated by a leveled network of levels with degree
Proof: Each processor combines all incoming packets having the same destination into one packet 9 . In [20] , packets are routed in sorted order, and thus a FIFO queue of the destination bits for each link could guarantee that each requesting processor receives a reply. However, in our algorithm sorting is not possible because of the non-constant degree of the network and hence the technique used in [20] can not be directly applied in this proof. We use a clever but simpler method. To make sure that each requesting processor receives a reply in case of a read instruction, each link is associated with a FILO queue (stack) of the direction bits. For each processor, before a combined packet is sent out, the processor stores d direction bits in the stack of the link where the packet will be sent out. These bits are used to store information about the edges along which these packets (to be combined) arrived. Using techniques similar to the one given in section 4, we can show all the (combined) packets will arrive at their destinations within c steps (for some constant c) with high probability. After a packet reaches its destination, it will trace back the original path to its source in case of a read request.
In order to make sure that the packets get their correct direction bits for replication (from any node where a combine operation took place), a packet starts its backward journey at time step c + t d , if the packet arrived at its destination at time c − t d . The extra hardware needed is O(d ) bits of storage per link which is smaller than the queue size at any node which can grow as large as Ω( 2 log d) bits (Notice that the queue size at any node can be as large as packets, and the address of each packet is log d bits). One can imagine that the snapshot of the routing of the packets at time t f (on the way to the destinations) would be the same as the snapshot of the routing of the packets at time 2c − t f (on the way back to the sources). Together with the proof of Theorem 5.2, the theorem is proven. An alternative way is for each packet to carry with it O(d ) direction bits. ✷ 6 An optimal routing algorithm for the star graph under the sequential model
The assumption made in section 3 that each node can receive and send a packet along each incident edge may not be realistic because in practice a node can process only one packet at a time. The former model is referred to as the parallel model and the later one as the sequential model from here on. Clearly, the routing time under the sequential model is upper bounded by the degree times the routing time on the parallel model. For example, the routing time in Theorem 3.1 is indeed O(n 2 ). This fact has been indicated by Upfal in [23] . Fortunately, by slightly modifying our randomized algorithm and using a different analysis, we still are able to make use of Algorithm B to realize any permutation on star graphs in O(n) time even under the sequential model. This is shown in Theorem 6.1. Proof: Using a proof similar to Theorem 5.1, it can be shown that any n-relation routing on star graphs can be realized in c n steps with probability at least 1 − 1 N c , for some constant 0 < c < 1, and a constant c that depends on c. Then it follows from Lemma 5.1 that any permutation routing can be finished on the n-star graph in c c n steps with probability at least 1 − 
Conclusions
Valiant's two phase scheme has been proved to be a powerful technique for packet routing. Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6 demonstrate that making use of generating functions to handle random variables can simplify the analysis of the behavior of the routing algorithm and can also lead to a tighter upper bound. In particular, optimal randomized algorithms have been derived in these sections for packet routing on networks with sub-logarithmic diameter. We have also presented optimal algorithms for emulating a PRAM on leveled networks with non-constant degree.
